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location of cam shaft location sensor in LaCrosse 4 cyl Hybrid Can anyone help me locate
where the cam shaft position sensor is on a Buick LaCrosse 4cyl Hybrid. Jumped it, everything
went well. Yesterday it died again twice. I had to have it jumped again today I drove to a shop
they Not sure what that is. For the first 5 miles, I cannot get the car to go past 3rd gear 27mph
Buying a used LaCrosse? Any issues I should look out for? First post here from a potential
owner! Having my air on makes my car "pulsate" Hello, new to this forum and hoping someone
can help me out. When my car is on with the air off it runs just fine no weird sounds or anything.
I actually lives in China and is Chinese. And it do take me a lot effort to post here. Now, I'm
planning to install roof racks to carry two bikes and one box not at the same time. I like riding
Back up lights are fine-is this a fuse or a dealer must fix issue? Swapping 18" wheels for 20"
wheels on Premium with Dynamic Drive Package I'm thinking about buying a Premium FWD
with the Dynamic Drive Package 20" wheels and hiper strut suspension with continuous
variable damping and swapping the original wheels with 18" wheels. I'm looking for a softer and
more comfortable and more quiet ride, but also wanted to have the most I have had this car a
little over a year. Bringing the car back to dealership again this will be trip 5 for this specific
issue. Car suddenly starts swaying. Happens on a straight or a curve and all Heard it as soon as
I turned the key to accessories Why do you think Buick LaCrosse is not on any best buy lists for
used cars? Its my 3rd Buick, and must say feel its the most luxurious car I have ever been in.
The stitched leather is so beautiful, and everything seems so The transmission shifts are not
smooth and I can feel each time transmission is changed. I am not driving above rpm. Electrical
Issue? I reset the light and it stayed off for about miles, then returned. I went through several
cycles of this and then tried replacing the O2 sensors I have tried switching cords and even
pressing the AUX button on the radio dash and the system will not recognize it. I thought it
could be a blown fuse but Had the cruse on and did not change lanes in last Low profile tires on
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August Both roof molding on my Allure are loose at each end where they meet the windshield
and rear window. These are the moldings that fill in the cavern where the roof and side panels
are welded together. My dealers service department said they could glue them down; however,
there must be a more professional way to correct this assembly defect. GM Canada was of no
help. Is there anyone out there that has a solution? I'm pretty sure they are held on with two
sided tape from the factory. Seems like glueing them on would be a good way tofix. September I
noticed the same defect on two or three other cars I examined. The right side is perfect. Perhaps
62vetteefp would know if this can be easily corrected? A service bulletin number would be
great. Thanks Gordon, Toronto. Dropping the IP would be sure hell and no one would attempt it.
BUT, someone may try and lift the door trim slightly if you really wanted to do that. Is the door
on the outside OK or is it slightly dropped from the fender in the front. Not sure if an adjustment
there would do it also. Product to begin in early Looks promising. October The performance
gurus took a pillow-soft platform and made it stiff and compliant by using much stiffer Bilsteing
monotube struts. Steering was also tweaked, and the brakes were up-sized. The result is a
Buick that can not only hit 60 in 5. The Super is one of those vehicles that makes you think
you're not going as fast as you are, so we had to really watch the speedometer while
accelerating and cruising on the freeway. The LaCrosse Super's steering is also far more
weighted and precise than what we're used to in a Buick, and coupled with four pinned-down
wheels, this sedan was both more fun to drive and more luxurious than the V8-powered Impala
SS we drove a year ago. The engineers that put the Super in the LaCrosse deserve a small
round of applause for what they did here, as it represents a great deal of fun and amenities for a
relative bargain. Even though the base LaCrosse can be had with an improved 3. November
Since the CXS has the 3. I also realize was the first year of the LaCrosse, so if there are any year
one bugs to look out for that'd be worth knowing too though my Impala was also a first-year
design, and it's been relatively trouble free. This particular car was built in March of , if that
matters. Very roomy driver and passenger areas and rides very comfortably on long trips. Final
assembly was done in Oshawa, Ontario if that helps. The OnStar is a nice perk; my wife drives
on long trips solo; nice to know that help is just a button away; the phone works in locations
cell phones do not have reception. I love this car. I have averaged just under 21 MPG combined
for the 16, miles I have put on the car so far. I have had zero problems with this vehicle. I have
only two complaints. I find the paint to be a bit soft. I love the XM radio. I have the Harmon
Kadon sound system with a six disc changer. No issues with my sunroof. Fog lights are nice
and bright. Seats are comfortable on long road trips. Seat heaters rock on cold mornings. It is
unfortunate - but the lack of an AUX input or failing that, an old-fashioned cassett deck is the
sole reason that I will not even consider an '08 LaCrosse. Have had a 5G IPod for several years,
and as a salesman it is a big help during long drives. Yeah it is a shame on the Aux input. I
finally bought the Zune and some Bose QC2 headphones to keep my sanity as my job is now
requiring lots of airline travel for business. I am expecting to replace this car with another Buick
if it continues to meet my expectations. The reason the LaCrosse has no aux is it was out before
the boom in iPod type radios. The radio used in GM cars back in '05 did not have an aux input
while the new GM family radio brought out in '06 or so did. So, unfrotunately we will probably
not see the aux new radio does not fit in old LaCrosse hole and adding aux woudl be cost

prohibitive until next year with the new Eps II LaCrosse. That is ok with me. I am pretty
disciplined about holding onto my vehicles for a set amount of time before trade in six years.
Love the XM. In fact I have no real desire to buy an ipod due to having XM in my house and cars.
I am able to play music off my palm pilot but rarely seem to do that since I seem to be in
positions where I listen to XM. I have had my LaCrosse CX for about a year now and love it. I
recently had an oil change on it, but the check oil light has been coming on. I checked the oil
several times and the level was fine and the oil quality appeared to be good. Anybody know
anything about this? I don't think it has that oil life indicator like the CXS does Does have oil life
indicator. December I finally found the info in the manual. Turn the ignition to run but don't start
and pump the gas pedal I believe 5 times don't quote me on this exact amount , then start it up.
This should reset the oil life indicator Thanks for pointing this out. My 99 Silverado has a similar
system, but you press the gas pedal 3 times. The way that the oil system works is interesting.
Sensors and the Computer determine when the oil needs changing based on speed, engine
RPM's and other criteria. Really is a neat feature. However it does take some getting used to for
some of us old geezers who were raised on the premise of changing oil every miles. The wifes
LaCrosse only has miles on it. So far, I'm very happy with the car's performance. I made three
runs on a seldom used frontage road and measured 5. So the car is very quick! However, I did
notice some torque-steer while mashing the gas pedal during the runs, but wasn't overly
concerned. The seats are very comfortable and the interior looks nice too. BTW, we're gonna
have to race some day. Just kidding! I disagree with 62vette Car manufacturers were quite slow
in getting with the program, but by the time of the Lacrosse's debut, a number of competitors
were rolling out their new midsized sedans with mp3 capability Passat, Camry, most of the
upscale imports. I e-mailed Buick in telling them they were really missing the boat, and cost
themselves a sale to me by not having any aux option. At the Indianapolis auto show last week,
I noted to the Buick rep that, again, with me being in the market for a new car, I cannot consider
Buick's Lacrosse since there is still no ipod option ALL have this as an option. If they want to
get the Buick image past the "old person" stigma, then this is the first thing that needs to
change. Like I said, LaCrosse was designed with the old radio. Will need to wait until the new
LaCrosse next year to ge the new chassis radio with mpe hook up. January I like what I see of
the new Super. However, that's a lot of power and weight up front. Just wondering if there have
been reports of excessive torque steer or other handling issues on the car. Look for Impala and
Grand Prix articles with the V8. I think you will find it is there but not bad. During an oil change
and tire rotation at miles recently my dealership service department noticed that my Tie-Rod
Ends were wearing excessively. They ordered the parts and did the replacement and alignment
under warranty. I know most post here about problems, but I thought it would be good to post a
good news story on service. This is the type of stuff that will probably keep me driving Buicks
for a long time to come. Very true, few take the time to go on the net and say good things. One
good thing is that Lexus and Buick tied at problems per hundred vehicles at 3 years reliability
according to JD Power. Tied for first place!! February Is this LaCrosse? That is the China
LaCrosse that has been around for 5 years or so. For the LaCrosse will be one vehicle for
everyone with minor differences. Same interior, same exterior. May I have a screw loose and it
is rattling somewhere behind the mid-console dashboard vents. Maybe it is not a screw but
something is rattling. I am handy with tools would like to pull the dashboard off but I need a hint
on how to start. Do I just pull at one of the corners or are there hidden fasteners which need to
be dealt with first. Thank you. June Hi, I am not an automotive expert, but I know where several
knowledgeable people post on the web. Recommend you try link title and see if anyone there
knows how to disassemble your w-body dash. July My Allure CX has developed a high pitch
whinning sound coming from the engine bay. The whinning can only be heard upon pressing
the accelerator driving or in park so I eliminate the possibilty of transmission. The noise
appears to be coming from under the generator in or around the power steering unit. My car has
80,K 50, M. Could this simply be the drive belt or possibly the power steering pump? Has
anyone else had this problem? Does is sound really nice or would I be better to get the
upgraded 9 speaker radio? At least take both models out for an extended test drive and bring a
selection of your favourite CDs with you to assess the sound differences. I have a 6 speaker
sound system on my CXS and it continues to offer symphony hall quality sound 3 years after
buying it. My prior Buick Regal had the Series engine that is in the CXL and its throaty sound
signature, while an interesting attribute when accelerating, was too much for the sound system
in that one. The '05 had the top 9 speaker sound system. I took a chance and only got the
standard 6 speaker system in the ' I can say that my radio sounds every bit as good as the
uplevel model. The "base" system in the Lacrosse is actually the midlevel system at GM. It may
even be called "concert sound II"? Cannot recall what we called it. The optionial system is the
Concert sound III, though it may not be called that either. She had a premature transmission

failure on her Regal LS at , miles, so I know that the transmission is the weak link in the
drivetrain. When I went to my auto parts store today, it appears that there is another Dextron
introduced after Any suggestions as to which one I should use? I intend to upgrade to synthetic
even though GM does not install it as original equipment. Is there anyway to connect an iPod
nano to a new LaCrosse? Will the Buick Lacrosse offer Bluetooth Technology? Also when will
the new Buick Lacrosses be out at the dealerships? It's not cheap, but it's supposed to work. I
don't know. The reviews are pretty bad. I'd reconsider this option. Buick uses the older radio
platform that did not have the input port. Simple as that. The new platform does not easily fit
into the old space and GM did not want to spend the money to make it fit midway thru the
LaCrosse lifecycle. If LaCrosse would have come out a year later it would of had the new radio.
I'll have to yell at my Buick salesman for not knowing what you just said. I can't believe that
Buick wouldn't spend the extra money to include the newer platform radios with auxiliary MP3
audio inputs in a luxury car like the LaCrosse. After all, aren't they along with Cadillac supposed
to be GM's premium motorcar division? Before driving across country in my Lacrosse, I want to
replace the engine air filter. I can easily unsnap the two latches, but the housing is still
connected. How do I get access? How can they? Every year many new features are introduced
on new models. No manufacturer can keep making yearly changes on their carryover models. It
would cost them billions to do it. No one does that unless there is a real issue with quality or a
real game changer. LaCrosse came out in '05 and it will be replaced in ' The audio inputs came
out in GM about '07 in large volume. Very hard to think they would spend the money and
engineering resources for one or two years. Maybe millions. BTW, you don't have to defend GM
on my account. I'm a very long time GM buyer, and I see how they skimp to save a few bucks
here and there. I'm sure they've even substituted cheaper materials on your 'Vette just to save a
few pennies. It makes the pencil pushers and bean counters very happy. Sorry, I was referring
to the entire industry if they tried to update every vehicle every year to have the latest whatever.
It would sound like that with the same symptoms, strangely I started to get low oil message
from my DIC. Took it to the dealer while the car is still under the warranty, does not look good to
me. Service advisor blamed me for following Oil Life System instead miles schedule!?! Mine is
below level after 3K. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January Off-topic: according
to your Edmunds profile, you still own the Impala. Time to update the profile and to pay tribute
to the extremely reliable car? Yes, LaCrosse offers stability control. GM names it Stabilitrak.
Thanks, yurakm. It's fixed! Thank you for reminding! I also failed to update my profile after
buying a new car. I like the ads for the LaCrosse. They are edgy and more exciting that I would
have imagined. Buick really needs to break the stodgy image. I looked at the Allure LaCrosse
but did not like the fact you were obligated to take the OnStar system which I consider a cash
cow for GM while at the same time there was no availability of a torso airbag system, even as an
option. I also did not like the "premium" sound system which I found tinny and inadequte and
not nearly the equal of sound systems in other competing cars such as the Acura TL. I also
found that the car was not nearly so quiet as the advertising would lead one to believe. Overall, I
was disappointed in the car and think that GM could have done much, much better. I could not
care less what the ads say, after all, they are designed to rope you in and get you to buy the car
regardless of its many faults. I am waiting for their test. It should be out shortly after the first of
the month. I know that some people have their own opinions of these people but they have been
testing cars for many years and I value their opinion. I do not base my decision only on their
opinion but I would not buy a product without seeing what they have to say about it. We will find
out in their evaluation how quiet the Lacrosse is. Let's wait and see what they have to say. My
wife has a new LaCrosse in the garage, so naturally we are hoping for a good review. However,
having owned three Regals, I am used to Consumer Reports giving the Regal a bad review and
not recommending the car. This in spite of the fact that they admit that it is the most reliable
family sedan in the world. He admitted to owning a Nissan Maxima, so maybe he is biased
against a car Buick that is more reliable than his Nissan? What you cite, to me, points to the fact
that the publication is credible. In their tests, CR found the Regal not to perform well. However,
this is not at all correlated to reliability, in which the publication readily recognized the Regal's
excellence in this area. If there was an agenda against the vehicle, I'd imagine they would not
have reported outstanding reliability. The fact that the editor owns a Maxima is an intersting
one- I doubt he's biased since many V6 sedans are rated above it. Shows why their bias stays
around a long time. I'm surprised any time I happen to pick up a copy and it says any sort of
nice about a GM car. After all GM, Ford, and Chrysler were all a part of the military-industrial
complex that kept American cars big and consuming gas during the 70s when CR liked anything
green and not US. CR liked anything with a rubber band, clutch, and manual transmission back

then, which is what the imports supplied. They had stuck with them since on the basis that they
have a reliability advantage. Reading the Accord discussions and some others, that advantage
has disappeared as their cars became as complex as the US brands. Thanks for responding to
my post. Since you have a LaCrosse how do you and your wife like it? How does it compare to
the Regal? What model did you get? Martypa Posts: I think it is hideous. I sat in 2 different
models at the auto show and couldn't get beyond how cheap I thought it looked, as well as
disappointment with the interior overall. It was very popular then, and went at almost full MSRP.
Several months later the same magazine published bad reliability statistics, and market prices
fell couple of thousand dollars. We trade the car recently. After upgrading to good after-market
tires, the car was pleasure to drive. It was a pity to off load it. However, after warranty expired,
repairs cost almost as much as payments for a new car. With the experience, I am vary of new
models - at least for the a first and second year after redesign. CR does not cover the subject:
they simply will have no statistics for couple of years. We ordered the car with ABS, side
airbags, heated seats, chrome wheels, and the chrome package. We really like the car. We had ,
, and Regals which we drove for an average of 80, miles each. The LaCrosse is based on the
Grand Prix platform, and it is a much tighter car. There is very little flex in the chassis when you
go over a railroad track or round a curve. It is much quieter than a Regal. The seats are very
comfortable. Rogers drove both a Lexus ES and RX for 24 hour test drives, and she says that
the LaCrosse seat cushion is longer and offers better thigh support. Fiehrer Motors in Fairfield,
OH north of Cincinnati delivered the car, and they are a pleasure to deal with. It was raining
when we picked up the car, so they had the car indoors so we could inspect it. They give you a
CD to help you get acquainted with the car. Thanks Mr. Rogers for your info. Please keep us
advised as the miles and weeks go by. The LaCrosse is one vehicle that is on my possible buy
list. I am awaiting the CR report. GM is not advertising it, but if you ask your dealer politely, they
will arrange for you to test drive a new LaCrosse for 24 hours. I feel this is very helpful in
making an important decision. Thanks for the report. I found the comments on the back seat
room rather ironic. Probably the primary reason we chose the Lacrosse was that it had
significantly more rear seat room than the Camry. For rear seat room, we did two tests - I put the
seat in my driving position and she sits behind me. Then, she puts the front seat in her driving
position and I try to sit behind her. Both cars passed when I was in the front seat i. However,
when she sat in the front seat of the Camry, I had a choice of either sitting with my knees driven
into the drivers seat or spread wide apart. In the LaCrosse, there was plenty of room when she
was in the drivers seat. Toe room was fine in both cars. I am about 6'1" and she is about 5'9". I
haven't driven the LaCrosse, nor its competition. The Chrysler was inferior in every department
- performance, braking, cornering, seats - you name it. The real surprise was the Lexus - grabby
brakes, vague, too-light steering and a notchy gas pedal. The Regal, for all its dated design
[even then], was equal or superior to the Lexus in every department, save for the lack of
memory seats. But, back to CR - What leadfoot there got only 18mpg from the 3. And, yes, I
drive a lot faster than 55 when possible. Makes me wonder Thanks for the advice. That certainly
is something that I will do before making a final decision. Where did 18 mpg from the 3. Its
available now to subscribers of CR's website. The review of the LaCrosse is fairly positive and
is in line with everything else I've read- the vehicle is significantly better than the Regal but sets
no new standard for the class. Major areas of criticism were rear seat room and pricing. I'm so
tired of the argument that CR gives American vehicles negative reviews simply because they
are from an American nameplate. People seem to forget that up until the Mazda 3 came along,
the Ford Focus was CR's top rated small car, or that last January, the Malibu V6 scored very
well, just short of its Camcord competitors. But the majority aren't, and its reflected in the
ratings, people are up in arms. Many times with faint praise. The selection of adjectives and
tone of sentences colored the preferences. If a flaw was mentioned in a foreign car, it was
mitigated with something else said in the sentence or minimized by the choice of wording if the
car was on the preferred list. American brand cars--never could do right. Did they test drive the
Honda Accord v6 with horsepower and get bet not. The Focus is 'alien' enough in style and
position, that it's not proof that American brands can get rated by CR's foreign lovers. Focus
seems to be a good car, I'm not berated it. I just want to see fair testing of all cars without bias. I
recall Motorweek having a GM car stop in feet and 'that's not very good. You get a year free and
then you can let it go if you don't want it. Sound system sounded great on the car I tested. I
think CR will give the LaCrosse a luke warm review but will eventually recommend it. I find they
generally are ok with Buicks. After rebates, however, the cars are very cost competitive. In
terms of the CR report, rightly or wrongly, when a car is evaluated by a relatively small number
of people the test panel in the case of CR, so-called professional reviewers in the case of many
newspapers and magazines , specific biases will come through. These biases can come through
even in such things that would seem to be purely objective, such as rear seat room. As I noted

in a previous post , I think , one of the primary reasons we chose the LaCrosse over the Camry
was that the LaCrosse, for us, had much more interior room for us. This was also true for the
driver's seat, which for me was marginal at best. The differing results likely reflect differing leg
and torso lengths. Thus, the bottom line as to whether or not you like a car and if it fits your
style is to drive it! Our experience with test driving cars and seeing how they compare to the CR
report is that sometimes we agree strongly and other times wonder what they were smoking.
When we were test driving cars, 3 other vehicles we looked at and that were recently tested by
CR were the Chevy Malibu, Toyota Prius, and Ford Our impressions of these cars vis-a-vis the
CR reports were: Ford - almost identical to CR; Chevy Malibu - a good car, but not as good as
CR made it out to be; Toyota Prius - whatever kind of drugs the CR staff was on when they
tested that car must have been pretty powerful. Other than the gas mileage, it was an especially
lousy car. While the V-6 Camry has not been rated recently, we thought it was an excellent car
except for the size issue - similar to CR. A more significant issue with CR car reports, however,
are their reliability reports. Methodologically, they are likely fatally flawed. A final comment to
the person who posted the CR report verbatim. While it was fun to read the report before my
issue of CR actually arrives, it really is not kosher or legal! However, it is fine to keep the entire
content of the article as long as you paraphrase it. There is no hp Accord. And I wasnt talking
about Motorweek, the topic of discussion is CR. Im not sure I quite understand what the
following means: "The Focus is 'alien' enough in style and position, that it's not proof that
American brands can get rated by CR's foreign lovers. Berate means to "rebuke or scold angrily
and at length" according to dictionary. A car that is a strong contender and a competitive entry
in the marketplace would not need significant rebates to even the pricing field. The Accord, in
its 3rd model year, sees even fewer incentives. The LaCrosse, introduced in October, is already
at this incentive level or higher. With respect to the Prius, I dont think everyone is quite ready
for it. My parents hated it, and all they did was see it in the showroom when our Camry was in
for servicing. I fail to see how CR's reliability ratings are fatally flawed, or at least, any more
flawed than JD Power's, for example. I dont wholly buy the argument that CRs readership
dictates its scores. If that were the case, there would have never been enough data on the
Chevy Cavalier, but there is. It is up to the individual to weigh the information from professional
sources such as CR and JD Power with respect to reliability, as these are the two sole credible
sources that I know of. My preference is that I care less about reliability and more about the
vehicle itself. If I wanted a Mazda 6 or hell, a Malibu for that matter, I would buy it, and find a
dealer with a strong sense of customer orientation and good service. And it was I who posted
the CR article verbatim. It was a mistake that won't be repeated, and yes, Copyright law is pretty
strict, but.. I never passed the work off as my own, and I provided the citation. Still it was wrong,
it was removed, and I will not do that again. The La Crosse, even though it is massive upgrade
of Century and the Regal is 4 to 5 years behind the bell in respect to other near luxury cars i.
The only advantages the Lacrosse has are 3. Buick is not perceived at same level of prestige as
Acura or Lexus. Meanwhile import brands such as Toyota and Honda built clever little cars that
were neatly assembled and thoroughly engineered. Those cars built their market esteem based
on tangible quality and product advantages. In other words while GM took the US market for
granted, Toyota and Honda built better cars and won over the Baby Boomers and Generation x
market with superior products. It boils to this the near-luxury boom of the past 15 years has
stolen to historic market of Buick, Oldsmobile, Chrsyler and Mercury. Just a few thoughts. You
may not be obligated to keep subscribing to OnStar but you most certainly are obligated to
having to contend with the OnStar electronics in the car if you buy it. One magazine did a long
term test of the Acura TL, and the leather interior got poor marks for wear after a few months.
Car and Driver Senior Editor Csaba Csere commented in his December editorial that even after
their sludge problem, Toyota still does not offer a system that tells you when to change the oil
like GM does. Concerning the issue of LaCrosse only offering a four speed transmission and
Lexus offering a five speed, please drive an ES for 24 hours like my wife and I did. The ES five
speed loves to upshift, but is hesitant to downshift. It is not a reliability issue, so people who
think of cars the way they think of Maytags might not care. But the hesitation is there in both the
ES and RX I have not driven a new Camry, but I have read that it shares the ES transmission.
Whatever the high-powered at high revs engine puts out. I didn't look it up. It's more like a
foreign car. Thanks for the post. In terms of the Prius vis-a-vis the CR report, we expected the
Prius to be similar to a Toyota midsize with respect to performance, etc. Instead, we found it to
be a cramped both driver seat and rear seat , underpowered, noisy, and downright irritating car
to drive. The beeper that goes off inside the car when you are in reverse is enough to never
want to go in reverse, although there is apparently some way to turn it off. In addition, that
so-called information screen in the middle of the car was an utter distraction. Anyway, back to
my comment on the CR reliability reports and the statistical issues I have with it. You are

correct, that in many ways the CR and JDPower reports track each other well, although there
are a number of glaring exceptions. For example, average 3 year reliability of all Buick
nameplates is higher than 3 year reliability of all Toyota nameplates this does not include
Lexus, which was higher than Buick in the JDPower report. In the CR reliability, this is not the
case. Also, while many individual cars track similarly in the two systems, there are often very
large differences. There are 2 nontrivial issues regarding the CR data in terms of validity. First,
the CR data contain a confounding variable - all of the respondents subscribe to CR. Normally,
in doing a survey one wants to eliminate confounding variables since it can skew the data. As I
understand it, the JDPower survey is a random survey of car owners. The second issue also
relates to the respondents to the CR report all being CR subscribers. Importantly, subscribers
make a financial commitment to the magazine when they subscribe. Will they be honest in their
responses, or will they not want to be percieve themselves as a rube since they paid money for
this advice, and pretend the problems don't exist? I do agree with you that CRs car ratings in
terms of how much they like a vehicle do appear independent of reliability ratings. A couple
things I would find useful would be if CR would include the cost of ownership in reliability, as
they used to do. It would also be nice if CR gave numerical data with standard deviations on the
repair incidence, rather than just their circles - I would like to judge for myself how different the
values are. Finally, it would be a really neat experiment if CR or some other organization were to
repeat the CR study of car reliability one year except instead of including just CR subscribers,
include a random sample of car owners. My hunch is that many of the trends between the CR
reports and this study would be similar, but there would also be many glaring exceptions.
Anyone have a couple hundred K for such a study! I was summarily pooh-poohed by some
posters in that other discussion. The fact that only subscribers get the questionnaires and then
some of those return them and some don't skews the information. CR never tells how many
reports it has about a particular car. That lack of information is a concern in itself for me to
understand their results. I've always sensed that the results are oriented to keep the
subscribers happy: their subscribers tend to be green IMHO. That's whom they want to feel that
CR has rated their car high or helped them with their other purchases. Does anyone have info
about their subscriber demographics? From what I can tell, the average LaCrosse is fast,
smooth, quiet, comfortable, good-looking, well-made [we hope - new model], reasonably
well-equipped, good on [regular] gas and probably doomed to poor resale values. The truly
competitive CSX is too costly for now. The aura of bullet-proof quality surronding Toyota, et.
Are the 5 speed automatics in Acura the ones I read about on another group here that are
having problems more than other Honda products already are having with their transmissions?
We need to remember that the subject of this particular discussion is the LaCrosse. We're
wandering all over the place here. There are lots of other discussions where many of these
recent comments and questions would be most appropriate. If the search features on the left
side of the page do not help you find an appropriate venue for your thoughts drop me an email
and I'll dig something up for you. Meanwhile, back to the LaCrosse in this discussion Because
consumer ate it? If you like the car and you think the price is fair, why let little details like that
bother you? You may special order the LaCrosse and you may delete the OnStar on your
special order. I believe the order takes approximately weeks. Manufacture of the car began last
week, and so I guess we are just waiting for the transportation from the factory to the dealer.
OnStar is not optional with CXS. More units made, less cost to GM per unit. It's an excellent
vehicle I am just beginning the new car shopping process and was very pleased with the car. I
started pricing the car compared to my other top contender, the Mercury Montego, and was
disappointed to see such a low content to price ratio on the Buick. Everything is an option Does
anyone know if the price will be coming down on these cars to make them more competitive?
Everyone seems to be focused on the CXS model when the majority of the models sold will the
the lower trim levels. You need to look at the invoice price and consider the incentives. As for
the imports not having inentives you need to remember than all these articles supporting that
are talking about National incentives only. NAtionally imports have far less cash on the hood,
but if you look in your local paper you will see all types of sales. Those discounts are never
measured because they are done at the dealership level. Go there and try to BUY the one you
want at such a large discount. Good luck! GM discounts are almost always available, even on a
car as new as the LaCrosse. And the residuals aka trade in values show it. CSX model. But it
had the 3 portholes on the front fenders that are glued on by a local city dealer on lots of his
Buicks. AND the people buy them looking like that. Ruined a perfectly good-looking automobile.
GMAC offers subsidized interest rates. In short, discounts are fair to good, but definitely not as
great as wat was available, for example, with the last year Regal. Nicely equipped, too, as the
ads like to say, though we're talking 4 cyl cars here. Even an entry level LaCrosse 3. Altimas
weigh in at over 4, lbs! Now, if LaCrosses are showing up in rental fleets already, can similar

real-world price tags be far behind? My heart's set on a CSX, though. Glued on portholes?! Now
that's a classy car! NO Altima weighs anything close to pounds. Methinks you are mistaking
gross weight, which is the curb weight of the vehicle PLUS a completely loaded interior The
curbweight for a 4 cylinder Altima is exactly one pound over pounds. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June edited October in Buick. I wish Buick had
kept the Century name and tossed the Regal but it's just a name, I guess. I think Century
sounds great and Regal sounds boring. I hope the interior is at least as good as Ford's current
Taurus interior but the new Grand Prix's wasn't so I have low hopes for a quality interior on the
new Regal. I hope the styling looks nice and strays away from the current boring theme. I like
the LeSabre's styling, so I wouldn't mind a mini LeSabre that looked at least slightly different.
June I think the current Century and LeSabre are some of the best looking sedans currently
available. If they could take care of the interior quality and NVH issues, they would get along
just fine keeping a similar styling theme in my opinion. The car actually has a good reputation!
No, it's not going to excite any performance and handling nuts, but that's not the point. The car
is supposed to compete with the Toyota Avalon. July You're the first person who likes the
current Century's styling I've ever met and one of the few who likes the LeSabre's. I love the
LeSabre's and I feel the Century's is satisfactory. I agree the famous name should be kept.
When you compare the shape of the current LeSabre with the boxy, nondescript model from the
late '80s, it's clear which one got the styling effort. I think you'll find few LeSabre fans on
Edmunds because it has a kind of bulky, boatlike look to it, whereas most people here like
tighter, sportier styling. I tend to like the styling of cars most people don't and dislike styling
most people like. I think most people know the turbo Regal as a "Buick Grand National". They
probably don't even realize it's the same car as a Regal. I'm currently considering getting a 03
Regal. The car has good reliability record, according to CR. If there is anyone here that owns a
or 03, could you discuss pluses and minuses about the car? Thank you very much! We both
love our cars. I would highly recommend the GS, if you like acceleration like some musclecars
from the s provided. However, used GS models are demanding premium prices. A lot of "bang
for the buck" thought by their owners. I don't have a or but my mother and I both have 98 GSs.
They have both been terrible as far as reliability goes. Power window problems 6 power window
motors replaced oil leaks 5 pan gaskets, one valve cover gasket and one oil pan between the
two cars and problems with the climate control display going out 2 in mine, 1 in Mom's are the
most prevalent but there have been many other issues. I wouldn't have another Regal unless
you gave it to me for free with an extended warranty. The extended warranty is the only reason
we still have these cars. I would look elsewhere. Thank you very much jpstax and kdawg79 for
your prompt responses. You gave me 2 opposing but equally thoughtful and knowledgeable
views about the same car. I'll briefly share with you that I own a Merc. Sable S. Between recalls
and repairs done under warranty it was back in the shop an average of every 2 to 3 months,
without counting scheduled maintenance. About a week ago it developed a whine-like noise
transmitted through the steering wheel. The noise is only heard when the wheel is turned to
either side. Was checked by a mechanic and no worn parts were found. Rack and pinion
steering were lubricated, and this quieted the whining sound somewhat but didn't make it go
away entirely. Car is out of warranty. I'm already considering trading it in for something else and
Buick came to mind. I do realize that this topic belongs to another thread. My intention was not
to disrupt or intrude, only to seek info and explain my predicament. August To those who were
discussing the big deal between the Century and the Regal name: The Century first came
around in , and was actually one of the 3 first Buicks ever actually have a name that wasn't a
model number. Buick however has taken the name away and brought it back a million times, but
the century, being around since the 30's has far more heritage than the Regal, which has only
been around for 30 years straight however. So they BOTH have heritage, It's disappointing to
see the Century go, but to everyone who just thinks Buick is an old man's car and since the
average Buick buyer is 63, you can't blame them , the Century needs to go. The Regal is
probably the sole Buick that gets more buyers under 60 than any other Buick. Buick is going for
a younger image. Buick officials have decided to rename the Regal sedan to LaCrosse when an
all-new version debuts in model year GM officials feel the re-engineered and restyled model
needs to be marketed as a new model. So I consider myself fortunate to own a '98 GS. Brings
back that feeling from the old days. I recently read an article that said quote "GM says it will
replace the Regal name with LaCrosse in when it is redesigned and replaced" That means that it
is final. All the rumors of a different name change or a name keep is a lie. I thought they were
starting production of the vehicle. Motor Trend Magazine had already confirmed it about a year
ago in there future vehicles section and said quote "Most likely to be the Regal replacement" or

something like it. It is final November The LaCrosse named has been scrapped because of
language issues in Quebec I'd rather not elaborate. In any event, no word yet on an official new
name, and it is not known if the late name-change will delay production. Expect more details in
January. We've got the new name down as official. How will this new sedan compete in the
premium market? GM will more than likely disclose the new name when the car is unveiled.
They won't stick with the Regal name, either. LeSabre, Park Avenue, and Century have also
been scrapped for their respective replacements. According to verified news reports, just in
Canada the car won't be called LaCrosse, since it is a slang term for "loser" in French speaking
Quebec. It doesn't mean "loser". It has a much more inappropriate meaning among the "kids" in
Quebec. This is a Lutz car through-and-through. There are spy pictures of the "" interior, but
they are a bit old and grainy. It looks nothing like the Grand Prix interior. This is the picture
thanks to "thegriffon" and "PeteGMsales" :. I have seen on a site, gminsidenews. However,
some of the threads plant the seed that since Bob Lutz envisions the Buick division becoming
the "American Lexus" division, it could see a 4. You know that with it not named "Cadillac", it
won't go into standard, non-modified HP territory anytime soon. I too love the Regal name, but
can see where they are coming from in changing it. Buick has to reinvent itself or face
extinction, and if you're a corporate big-wig, what is one easy way to do it if you're rolling out
new models I'm at the age 30's where I care more about the car than what some focus group
decided sounds cool. But, with advertisers worrying so much about attracting ever-younger
drivers, we'd all better get used to the classic nameplates being phased out and then
reappearing whenever convenient for the mother company see Pontiac GTO for reasoning
behind that stmt. Look at how Buick renamed all their cars in The less family friendly meaning
for 'LaCrosse' is true, but it is also used for loser. In other words Well, guess I'll be changing the
discussion title again when they finally decide on a name! After all, Buick uses the man in
practically every ad, poster, and commercial they make. Unless Tiger would want a small
fortune to allow it. The Bengal was a 2 seater and if a new one wasn't, the auto media would
howl! Pardon my ignorance, but where did you see or hear that? Did Buick really have a car
they called the Bengal? Anyway, why would the media howl? I think naming a car the Bengal
isn't that much different than when Pontiac borrowed the name GTO from Ferrari for their
muscle car. Man, where you been? If it is not a 2 seater, they'd howl. And yes, some purists
were upset about the 64 GTO, but they were drowned out. The Bengal might be built off Kappa
same as Solstice. We shall see. An update on the "" name. Don't be surprised if it's Buick Allure.
How about Invicta? Not really, it's one car name I always thought was weird sounding. As in
Oldsmobile Intrigue GM tried that kind of naming convention before with the "Intrigue. Get into
an "Intrigue," it's intriguing.. The key will be marketing and we all know that Oldsmobile died
because of how GM marketed the new wave of Oldsmobiles. The product may be awesome, but
name and marketing will make the difference. GM is changing the brand to attract younger
buyers on the Buick side. No Details were given and no one was allowed to come close to the
car. Because it is a later-year release model. GM also said the centiem concept will have a huge
impact on all it's new models. Sigma Mass is probably the platform of choice, anyway. Just for
confirmation, is the "" interior the same as the spy shot I posted? No Kappa is the small one
Pontiac roadster. It is way too small to even put a mid-size sedan on, let alone a full-size. Buick
might make the Bengal off Kappa, though. Prelimary reports would have it that the "" will still
use the But it will have a nine speaker Monsoon stereo with two subwoofers. Buick should stick
to going after Toyota, after all they are the "Japanese Buick". Leave Cadillac for the luxo makes.
I have read that the will be standard in the LaCrosse, but the 3. I did like the interior shots a lot
surprisingly. I know the Regal will be dropped when the LaCrosse debuts, but I've read
conflicting reports about the Century Which will it be? I'm asking you because you seem to
have some inside info about GM cars ;- -Andrew L. The Century will be dropped after the Model
Year. The New Midsize LaCrosse will replace both the century and the regal. This is confirmed
information directly from GM. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one
of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To
Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February Buick has
a version of the Trailblazer, Envoy, Bravada, Saab See a pattern? Do you think that maybe
"badge engineering" has finally run its course and GM can turn around Buick by giving unique
products? Guess we will have for the LaCrosse numbers to find out why oh why are they
wasting dough on the Terraza? I think that badge engineering has its limits. You can't make the
exact same car with different grilles under six brands. To clear up a few things: - There will be a
Century, but it is a short run. By the end of calendar year , the Century will be out of production.
Notice the huge increase in Impala sales that roughly corresponds to the decrease in Century
and Regal sales. At this point the wbodies are way off from where they used to be. I think
around '99 or '00 they were selling at a rate of , a year. Remember the Intrigue topped out at

around 90, in sales. Century was over , Regal was in the 60, range. Grand Prix was well over , I
am doing this from memory Impala's sales of , can't make up the fact that the Intrigue is gone
and the century and regal aren't selling at all. GM needs to get the Lacrosse in production right
now. Keep in mind Buick siginificantly scaled back fleet sales of the Regury, and that gives you
an idea of just how many sales went to Enterprise. The LaCrosse won't sell as much as the
Regury did, but that's because it's more expensive with little to no fleet sales. Also, it will be
higher-profit. Is there anywhere I can read that the 3. I have not seen that anywhere. I read
somewhere the Ford just agreed to add more power after journalists and the public reacted to
the 's lack of power. If that decision was just made after the auto shows, I have a hard time
believing the engine will be ready next year. We already know the 3. Figure fall of '05, that's a
year and a half away folks! Late, like everything else from GM. The starts production this
November, or somewhere thereabouts. It will hit dealerships in spring But I agree it is still too
late. I'm anxious to test drive one. September is not far off. I wasn't paying attention. Robert
DeNiro I mean fastdriver ;-. Most young yuppies wouldnt consider a Buick anyway. This car will
appeal to those considering an American brand or maybe a Camry. It will take years for Buick to
attract potential Lexuse buyers. It may seem far fetched now, but I believe it is possible. The will
be available n the G6, not the It will probably be out early next year. When GM says "spring of x"
that usually means February or March. The bottome line is the is a confirmed engine in a real
product, not just speculation like these hp Ford engines. Buick's sedan line-up is finally starting
to change! Does anyone know if the same treatment will be done on the LeSabre and the Park
Avenue? With Oldsmobile gone, Buick has another gap to fill. New LeSabre for Will stay FWD
on current platform. The Park Ave is dead after 05, to be replaced by a RWD Zeta model smaller
than the current version in the timeframe. Will there be a model that slots under the LaCrosse
for the IS crowd? The next version of the LaCrosse will supposedly be on a shortened version
of the RWD Zeta platform, so it will take care of that "crowd" anyway. I will say that Camry has
added more standard content from a couple years ago. But then you have to price the V6 with
40 more hp. Lets give half that to the Lacrosse for the old 3. Current one is on the same platform
as the P. I think. Chevy's supposed to get one of these to replace the Impala, and Buick's
supposed to get one as well not sure if it'll replace the Park Ave or the LaCrosse Hamtramck's
been a good plant for GM better than Lake Orion , I don't see them closing it, but it probably
needs more product. The impala will be redesigned next year so it wont be replaced by a RWD
car anytime soon. If chevy is to get a RWD sedan it probably would have another name. The
bonneville is likely to be replaced by a crossover off the Lamda platform in The Park Ave may
get the Northstar before it's model run ends. March The ad is very nicely done and highlights
some of the features. To me it does seem a little early to start running print ads. I can't
remember any other GM car getting such early advertising? The more I see this car the better it
looks, especially in different not red colors. It is awfully hard to understand why they would
start advertising the car this far before the start of production. It looks like a nice enough car,
but I don't think a lot of people will be rushing to their dealer to place their deposits. I think it's a
smart idea that they start now. I saw the MT ad and it was informative. Buick's sales are
struggling right now so they want to get the message out early so the Buick faithful wont jump
ship. Lincoln started advertising for the LS many months before it debuted. I recall the original
Olds Aurora being debuted and having ads running for almost a year before it hit dealers. The
reason was likely the same: to show the buying public that a struggling nameplate has life and
give the faithful a reason to hold off an eminent purchase. Most times automakers don't want
you to hear about "upcoming model changes" because they want to sell their current
production and not delay any upcoming purchases. It might work. I saw the LaCrosse in motion
on SpeedVision I think the segment was supposed to be highlights of the Chicago Auto Show,
but the LaCrosse footage was clearly 'promotional video' shot from a variety of angles
suggesting that this was in fact proudced by GM for use by the media. I'm sure that even though
this was on a "road course" the producers worked very hard to get the lighting and camera
angles perfect to show-off the subtle curves that are all but impossible to judge in a still photo.
Personally I will not be in the market for a sedan when the LaCrosse is available, but if theis is
the direction of Buick I am looking forward to future Buick offerings. Just as Honda has been
successful with some of the Acura offerings I can see Buick addressing the lack of "nicities" of
most GM products and coming out ahead. Looking at the LaCrosse ad, I am again somewhat
disappointed that automakers don't seem to know how to photograph their own cars. Do you
want to see the worst views of any model? Check the brochure. The best auto photo "art"
always seems to be in the enthusiast magazines and the best of those are often British. The
LaCrosse ad, to my eyes, focuses on the least flattering aspect of the design, that being the side
profile with its long overhangs and somewhat common roofline. The photos of the various
features are almost thumbnail. They need to hire some of "Car's" or "Automobile Magazine's"

photographers and really get some stunning photos of the curvy design and detailing. What
does everyone else think? True, the picture autoweek took of the car made me like the car while
GM photos were really sloppy. I personally like it, but shooting for an ES is a bit over the top.
Looks more like a bargain ES to me. The Century will be around in , but fleets only, like the
Chevy Classic. The 04 Regal recently or within a few weeks ended production, after 32 model
years. Sadly, it was ignored. I think that it's a good start for Buick. I'm disappointed though that
you don't get the High Feature engine as standard. Lexus doesn't do that, and look how the ES
sells! I'm also disappointed that there's no available navigation system which almost every
other car in the midsize segment offers and same with all Lexus cars. It's a half-hearted attempt
from GM, but it's still a good start. Its more than a half hearted attempt- lets call it three
quarters. Model needs Navigation, there is no excuse So, why are we outsourcing again?
Another possible reason is that GM is desperately searching for a product which can help hold
on to some of the Oldsmobile owners who have felt there was nowhere to go at GM. Olds
Intrigue owners, of whom my father is one, seem to love their cars in spite of some significant
problems. The LaCrosse, as others have pointed out, does resemble the Intrigue somewhat,
especially the back half. That is likely no accident. I just realized the connection. I personally
hate it, but he likes it a lot. I can see the LaCrosse appealing to him. I don't understand why they
went with the Taurus look for the front-end styling though. So far I'm not impressed with Lutz's
apparent sense of style. Is very subjective. To me, the front end looks nothing like a 96 Taurus.
To me, the LaCrosse looks like a more complete package than many GM offerings, and I think
will do well against the competition. No doubt, salvaging Intrigue consumers from defecting to
other brands is part of this car's mission, and I think it will succeed. Andrew L, why the disdain
for the Intrigue. IMO, it was one of the Generals best sedans in memory. If you dislike the car
because you dont like its looks, that seems a bit unfair? Although the styling is more graceful,
the LaCrosse looks too much like the current Taurus. It certainly breaks no new ground. I
suppose Buick can't afford much of a styling risk here, but bland will not snag a lot of
non-Buick buyers. Its a good car, all round. How many midsize sedans break new ground? Not
many, give me a break. The car looks fine, its definitely better looking than a Camry, Accord or
Sonata. The 6 looks good but I doubt anyone buying a 6 would be looking at a LaCrosse. The
only thing missing on the Buick is a navigation system, a Mark Levinson audio system and a
Lexus badge. Otherwise, it could pass for a Lexus. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. November GM played with the idea of making a Buick Siecle off the Epsilon platform to
replace the Century, bet decided against it. December Reg, you got your DOHC engine, now
what will be the thing that is "wrong" with it? The 'Buick' name will cause something to
complain about. Be it the glove box light, trunk release button, or taillight lens shape. I've
owned and driven several Buicks but after the mid eighties they all bit. I would love to see a
Buick Renaissance. So I will check out the LaCrosse. But if its ugly, or has a cheap interior, then
no go. At least they might have fixed the powertrain issue. Can't compete with the imports
unless the car has a full complement of safety features, including amber rear turn signals. Any
spy shots of this car? And numerous imports have all red rear turn signals. I'll second that. My
Pontiac has brake lights that are shared with the hazards. This means that when I apply the
brake, the hazards stop flashing. I hope that whatever moron designed that is no longer
employed by GM. Seems late in a high-stakes naming game to change what this replacement
car will be called. Buick LaCrosse whether cancelled or no is a great one: good sound,
association of a sport, invented by N. American Indians, while it doesn't have the coveted letter
"x", the name in fact means X cross , or crosier bishop's sceptre. Hard work to come up with a
home run name for this Since we'll know in a month, any guesses? Greek deities? Roman
soldiers? Birds of prey? Foreign words? Place names? Retro options? Guess 'Banshee' is out!!
Buick should have just kept the Regal name. Regals are not selling, the name is dated and dead.
The Regal name did NOT die by natural causes, they just killied it. It has been the only model
that had reliability surveys comparable to and even beating the japanese brands. Lutz just
wants to start Buick over again. He doesn't care about the heritage of the name. In stead of
wasting time with names, how about GM comming out with some production versions of these
concept cars. Hey Theo, are you a dealer with access to the order config lists? Funny you know
all the options and color lists when no photos or drawings are even out. Probably a re-badged
Grand Prix. They got all the same mechanics and option checklist setup right from the other car.
Back in the day until last week anyone could go on their merry way to the GM Dealer website
and get all the info they wanted. Of course, they took it down after people went on posting
sprees of the options. And no, I do not work at a dealership. Actually I went to the fleet site -they had PDFs up for incomplete, though. I should have downloaded them while I had the

chance With the NAIAS just about a few weeks away, I was wondering if in one out there had
run across any spy photos the LaCrosse anywhere, I'm really interested too see what this car
looks like. Does anyone have ANY new pics or info? Where'd you hear that from!?! A Lexus with
Buick badging?? They're not even the same parent company! Anyways, it will not be a Lexus. I
refer you to TSX's post a while back. I have gotten to the point that I am willing to pay someone
to see spy photos of this car Has somebody out there seen this car and why is Buick being so
secretive? You're that desperate!?! But, that's you're choice Does anyone know what the
engines for the LaCrosse will be??? The V6 bumped to lb-ft and the CTS 3. January Lacrosse
will debut on Feb 4th at the Chicago auto show. Maybe they're keeping it a surprise-- and
hopefully it knocks everyone's socks off. After Terazza, we need that! Thanks for that tantalizing
glimpse. Looks sharp. That's the concept car that debuted back in The LaCrosse will look
nothing like that. All pre-Lutz concepts have been thrown out the window, just as an FYI. Looks
like a Benz. That has to be a compliment. Somewhere I saw a spy photo of the new LaCrosse
before name change decision. Don't expect too much excitement. I was really excited with the
concept LaCrosse. The Spy photo I saw didn't show a drastic departure from the current design.
The G6 and LaCrosse are on totally different platforms, therefore it is a totally different car. The
minivans are just badge-jobs. Joey is never one to let the facts get in the way of a dissing. They
add a few inches to epsilon and it's a whole new platform. I guess you think the Nox is a new
platform also cause they strech the wheel base six inches over the Vue. Instead of the stupid
little remarks why don't bring some facts of all your inside knowledge to the forum. They're not
alike otherwise I would have said the LaCrosse looks exactly like the G6. The LaCrosse is on a
different platform. They can be longer, yes and still be on the same platform. The LaCrosse, on
the other hand is on a totally different platform than the Nox or Malibu, meaning it will have a
different wheelbase longer or shorter , have a different engine, interior, styling, design,
architecture, practically everything. Just because GM is doing it, doesn't mean all the others
aren't! Very different; the W-body has been around for about 10 years. They've upgraded and
improved the platform a lot for the Grand Prix and LaCrosse. Even those two will be hard to tell
apart. You'd think they'd at least make the platform with a flashy name like Epsilon or Sigma.
Back in the dark ages at GM late 70s to early 90s , they used a rediculous amount of platforms.
There are probably more t
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hat I can't remember. Now they are trying to take a Japanese approach to things, reducing the
amount of different platforms and re-engineering them for different vehicles, so they can look
and drive differently. Other than that they are both car platforms, there is nothing in common
with the Epsilon and W platforms. The Nox and VUE share a platform and are in many ways the
same. GM sells more cars through more branded dealerships. Most likely its percentage of
swapped platform sales is right in line with the competition. Exactly right. Honda uses the
Accord platform for everything, but they re-engineer it for each application, which is a much
better idea. BTW if it means anything to anyone, Epsilon was primarily engineered in Europe. I
have to confess, I dont know them all. All off the top of my head What I have: P is really P That's
what the old Malibu, Grand Am, and Alero are on. G is the premium front-drive platform. The
Park Ave. K is the old Seville. The U-bodies are the minivans.

